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KEY TO EXERCISE - 14  
Verify the outline written by you with this ‘key’, and practice them 

at least three lines each. 

 

 

Verify your deciphered words with this ‘key’, correct and practice 

them, at least three lines each. 

1) suffering sublime suppressed stride stronger 

2) risible rasper civilized decipher explanatory 

3) blissful causeway discloses stifles sooner praiseworthy

4) massacre soliciter supplier physical resumer 

5) mistrust gospel expels disclosure disgrace Master

 
Compare the following ‘key’ i.e. scripts (1) and (2) with your outlines
and practice the scripts, as many times, as you can. 
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key’, and practice them 

 

and practice 

soberness 

Glassware 

praiseworthy 

listener 

Master-stroke 

with your outlines, correct them,  
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Verify your transcribed passages with this  ‘key’, correct it and practice the script, as 
many times, as you can. 
 

 

(3) Dear Sir: I-think-you-should go to see-the principal and tell

what a surprise it-is to all-the members and it-seems he expects us 

to-do all things he speaks of.  He-should remember, we all

are usually the first to acknowledge as we owe him very

what-he-has set-up for us, but it-is altogether unexpected to

as he-should expect lus to-do any-more for-him, this year.  Tell

so.  Yours 

 
 

 

(4) Mr. Subramani, Chennai.  Dear-Sir: In reply to-your favour of

Saturday lalst, both-the bicycle and tricycle are ready, and you

have them if-you show the official receipt for-the charges for 

repairs.  It-is scarcely necessary to say we-have-no distrust of

but we-know how advisable it-is for us to stick to-our rule to allow 

no cycle to-leave our premises unless the official receipt for all 

charges is produced.  This-is safer for all parties.  We

repair-the wire you spoke of, and it-is-now alright.  Yours

Cycle Specialists, Vizag. 
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transcribed passages with this  ‘key’, correct it and practice the script, as 

the principal and tell-hm 

seems he expects us 

should remember, we all-peop[le 

are usually the first to acknowledge as we owe him very-much for 

is altogether unexpected to-think 

him, this year.  Tell-him 

your favour of-

the bicycle and tricycle are ready, and you-can 

the charges for 

no distrust of-you, 

our rule to allow 

leave our premises unless the official receipt for all 

is safer for all parties.  We-were-able to-

now alright.  Yours-truly,  


